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HREOC complaint:
Coles bullies DISABLED MAN
"Amrita" means "immortality" or
"immortalized".
Quentin Bryce
[QB] is the current Beattie labor
appointed governor of Queensland.
She was the Queensland director
[and ran the Queensland office], of
the Australian Human Rights and
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Equal Opportunity Commission
[HREOC] (goolge should index that,
when this journal is archived
online), and Sex Discrimination
Commissioner. She is 'notable' not
for anything that she has done [well
not publicly at least] but for the
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"positions she has been given".
[Maybe there is a reason for that?]
Is it as per the Brisbane Barrister's
Bullshit
boast
at
http://austlawpublish.com/20070326
%20Australian%20Legal%20Profes
sion%20Law%20Journal%20issue2
00701.pdf,
<Australian
Legal
Profession Law Journal.
ISSN:
1321-7496>
who
admitted
defrauding the Commonwealth of
Australia and The University of
Queensland, through his having
contacts? Was it a matter of not
what they knew, [or could do], but
whom they [independently] knew,
that was important? We are not
passing comment on whether QB
has done anything illegal, [or
anything at all for that matter], at
this stage. We may in the future, so
watch
this
space.
Quentin Bryce Amrita is a print
journal. Our print journals go into
libraries, [this gives a degree of
permanence
or
immortality],
including the National Library of
Australia, the State Library of
Queensland and the Queensland
Parliamentary Library, as well as
their titles, [which includes her
name], being included on lists of
periodicals, [available for sale, too],
recorded in numerous online
databases around the world and the
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OnLine
catalogues
libraries.

for

those

The HREOC complaint has been
made, with reference to our
concurrent publication, Australian
Consumer Law Journal #200701
published 23 April, 2007, where all
the circumstances were described
and illustrated with photos.
QB had a multiple associations with
The University of Queensland [UQ]
as graduate and subsequent lecturer
in
law,
specializing
in
Administrative
Law
including
Natural Justice aka Due Process, or
procedural Fairness. That may be
ironic. UQ publicizes that QB was
employed by UQ even though it did
not have a position advertised. UQ
states that this was because she was
so fine. [Under Hay, UQ does much
spin doctoring.] Another possibility
is that QB's views were “clique
current”. QB's many associations
include Dale Spender, Ted Brown,
Jeff Spender, Patsy Mary Wolfe,
[now Chief Judge DC],Margaret
White, and Dr Michael White.
These all have associations with UQ,
so our Publication The University of
Queensland Alumni Journal ISSN
1834-660X could be seen as a
“companion journal”. We live in
interesting times.
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